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CDMX assumed
the Vice-presidency
of the UCCI
Mexico City assumed the Vicepresidency of the Union of IberoAmerican Capital Cities (UCCI in
spanish) within the framework of
their XVI Plenary Assembly, which
was celebrated on September
25th and 26th in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
During
this
Assembly,
Mexico City and the participant
delegations approved the “Buenos
Aires Declaration: Sustainable
Cities” in which the signatories
agreed to increase their efforts to
mitigate and adapt to the climate
change effects and to continue
working to build socially equitable
urban environments.
THE RE-INAUGURATION OF
THE CANADIAN TOTEM IN CDMX



In commemoration of the 70 years of
the beginning of diplomatic relations
between Canada and Mexico, the
Mexico City’s Government and the
Canadian Embassy in Mexico restored
and re-inaugurated the Canadian Totem located in the Chapultepec Park
of Mexico City.

The 2nd Strategic Dialogue
Chicago-CDMX-LA
was accomplished

A

s a part of the entailment
actions of the city with
the outside, Mexico City’s
Government organized the Second
Strategic Dialogue Chicago-Mexico
City-Los Angeles and its theme
was “Building thematic agreements
between the cities”.
During this Dialogue, held
on October 21st and 22nd in
Mexico City, members of different
M i n i s t r i e s o f M ex i c o C i t y ’ s
Government exchanged different
experiences with the visiting
delegations in order to establish
PORTUGAL PRESENTS
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION

a route of collaboration in various
strategic areas, such as economic
development, tourism, health,
education and culture.
These visiting delegations
included prominent political,
social, academic, economic and
cultural actors from Chicago and
Los Angeles.
This event was organized within
the framework of the “Mexico
City’s Initiative”, which aims to
contribute to the development of
public policies for the benefit of
their citizens living in the US.
CDMX ORGANIZES
HUMAN MOBILITY FORUM





The Portuguese Embassy in Mexico
inaugurated the photography
exposition “Portugal Te Marca” in the
Open Gallery of the Chapultepec’s
Gates, on the score of the 150 year
celebration of the official diplomatic
relations between Portugal and
Mexico.

Mexico City’s Government organized
the “Forum in Human Mobility and
Equal Treatment in the City: Challenges,
experiences and good practices”. In this
Forum, the discussion focused on the
importance that should be given to the
migrants and the respect for their human
rights.
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